physical boundary condition all points can be evaluated in parallel. Results indicate a significant perIn this paper the problems associated with achiev-formance improvement over a code that doesn't use ing good performance from a Computational the methodologies proposed here. These results are ~eroacoustics (CAA) code on the (34-5 (in an en-presented in the form of a detailed timing breaktirely data parallel approach) are addressed. The down Per iteration. CAA algorithm requires solving the full 3-D Navier Stokes equations using high order spatial and temditions, among other things, to preserve the integrity of the acoustic wave solution. The spaThe development of jet noise prediction tools has tial differencing is accomplished with sixth order received much attention since the Federal Aviacentral differences. A fourth order Runge-Kutta tion Administration began regulating the amount scheme is used for time advancement, Each grid of noise produced hy aircraft. These tools have bepoint needs data from eighteen neighboring points come an invaluable component of the development to perform the spatial differencing. Near the of the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) and are boundaries biased stencils are required $0 maintain also important in military applications. high order accuracy. These large, varied stencils
mance from a parallel processor for the problem at long term objective of this research is to dehand. To answer this question, one must deter-velop an efficient algorithm that directly computes mine if the work load is evenly distributed across the noise generated from turbulent jets. TO perthe processors and if the overhead time due to cam-form such direct calculations, a successful Compumunication is minimized.
tational Aeroacoustics (CAA) algorithm must adFor message passing machines, good load balanc-dress some difficult issues which significantly ining is often achieved when using a domain decom-crease the number of floating point operations and position parallelization strategy. These machines the communication on parallel processors. Among allow multiple instructions to be performed on mu]-these issues is the requirement of a time accurate tiple data (MIMD). This allows, for example, one account of the turbulence. Since it is the unsteady processor to perform inflow boundary conditions nature of turbulence that generates the noise in while another processor does outflow conditions jets, statistical models that modify the mean quan-(see [8] for example). On data parallel machines, tities are not appropriate. Instead, a time accuload balancing is more challenging since there is rate approach, such as a Large Eddy Simulation quite often only a single instruction working at a (LES) method, is required.
Although not yet imgiven time (SIMD). Therefore, inflow boundaries plemented, LES will eventually be incorporated in and outflow boundaries must be computed sequen-the code.
tially. An exception is found in [9] where the propAnother issue that must be addressed is nuerties of the upwind scheme are used to reduce the merical dispersion. The algorithm must special attention required by the boundary to sim-propagate all signals at the sound speed even unple array assignments.
der strenuous grid point per wavelength conditions. The problem of reducing the communication This is accomplished by using sixth order central time can be approached in many ways. Some re-spatial differencing to calculate the fluxes and a searchers have significantly reduced the amount of fourth order Runge-Kutta to integrate in time. For communication at the expense of increasing the a 3-D calculation, the sixth order flux evaluation renumber of floating point operations (see [lo] for ex-quires information from 18 neighboring points (see ample). This tradeoff is beneficial since as the num-figure 1). Thk significantly increases the floating ber of processors increases, the time to perform the point operations and the communication. There floating point operations decreases linearly while are no significant parallel issues to be addressed the efficiency at which data is communicated de-concerning the RungeKutta time integration. This teriorates. On data parallel machines, such as the segment of the code requires no communication and CM-5, the communication time can be reduced by is very efficient. The only drawback is that it rea clever distribution of the data across the proces-quires 4 stages to complete a timestep. SOTS.
The algorithm must also be capable of allowing To get great performance from a data parallel waves to exit the computational domain without code that predicts noise is a significant challenge. reflections that could alter or contaminate the inteCritics of the data parallel approach claim that rior wave solution. Boundary conditions developed good performance is only achievable for very simple by Tam [ll] are adopted here. They consist of a problems. In this paper, some approaches are pre-system of equations that represent the asymptotic sented that significantly improve the performance solution of the linearized Euler equations. These of a data parallel code that tackles a nontrivial equations are applied at the three ghost cell layers problem.
on the outer boundary of the domain that are reFollowing this section, the numerical issues that quired for the sixth order differencing. The stencil impose rhe parallel difficulties are discussed. This used to discretize the boundary equatious is opti-,lrcrease tli., cost of t,Iicw difficult,ics. T l i c n s o m c ical stoncil war :I rornrlr of th? grid Tlic 1iutt1-.. v is followed hy a discitssion of the methods used 1.0 rnized for each grid point. Figure 2 sho~vs a typ-W ber of optimized stencils is on the order of 100 for a 3-D problem. If each boundary were to be treated sequentially, very poor performance would 3.1 Communication Considerations be achieved.
The code also incorporates the artificial selective On a data Parallel machine, the compiler does its damping function developed by Tam [12] . This best to give each element of an array its own profunction damps the high wavenumber that cessor. When there are mote array elements than are spuriously generated by the centra] different-Processors, the compiler generates 'virtual procesing. It is appropriate for CAA calculations since sors' by splitting a number of physical processors it is optimized to provide a large amount of damp-SO each element gets its 'own' processor. When a ing to high wavenumber waves while leaving low derivative is evaluated, information that is needed wavenumber waves relatively unaffected. It uses a from neighboring grid points is obtained by com-19 point stencil (for the 3.73 problem) with opti-munication (the 'cshift' command in CMFortran). mized coefficients to provide the desired damping. In a 1-D problem using sixth order differencing, the ~1~~ implemented in the code are solid wall seven point stencil needs information from 6 neighboundary conditions (both viscous and inviscid). bors. In pseudo CMFortran the derivative evaluaThey are applied using a single layer of ghost cells tion and are consequently susceptible to the inefljciencies found at the far field. There is an additional complexity associated with the nature of the boundary condition. The typical boundary condition requires the pressure derivative normal to the wall set equal to zero, F~~ the most general situ.
other is to do a s much as possible in parallel. look like :
Where cshift(q,l,i) means shift array q along axis 1 (there is only one axis for this 1-D case), i positions. ation, the normal to the wall can be along any of the curvilinear coordinate directions or anywhere in As a result, there are l2 instances Of an moving a processor (cshift(q,1,-3) is 3 / between. an implementation on a puter, it is desirable to perforrn multaneously without regard to the direction ofthe the wall lies. m t a n c e~ since the data is moving from processor calculations si. '-3' to Processor '0'). One way of reducing this expense is to telescope the data to processor '0'. For 
Implementation
Anot,her approach is to organize the data in blocks. This reduces communication even fnrther with each call. Again consider a 1-D problem for simplicity. Using the standard approach, the q array woiild be dimensioned as
The code was optimized to run efficiently using a to instances by moving larger amO,lntS of dasa data parallel approach on the CM-5. f t is written in CMFortran, which is very similar to High Performancr: Fortran (rw) [I:I] . 'To get good performancc two issues must Ibe addressed and resolved. and through the compiler directive
Parallel Considerations layout q(:news)
The ideal parallel algorithm would require no comof the time, ie, it would be well load balanced. hlthough most, if not all, scientific applications require communication, its expense can be reduced by methods described in the previous section. In a data parallel approach, good load balancing is difficult to obtain since there is essentially one thread of instructions that all processors are executing (Thinking Machines is working towards eliminating this problem by providing a 'global/local'executiou model [14]).
mg problem becomes significant when one considers ample, consider a 1-D problem that solves the wave equation with nonreflectiug boundary conditions to sixth order accuracy. Figure 4 illustrates what the grid might look like. Using a standard approach, there are 7 instructions that must be executed sequentially to determine the flux. First, the interior flux has to be determined (j=4 to Jmaw-3). Then would be spread the processors as described munication and keep all processors busy before. Using the block approach, the above is replaced with real q ( 3 , y ) and layout q(:serial,:news)
The layout directive tells the compiler that for each j , q(l:3j) is to he stored on a single processor.
on a single processor and the second dimension is tive looks like:
In other words, the first dimension of q is stacked
In high order accuracy schemes, the load balanc.
spread out across the processors. Now the deriva-the number of stencils that are required, For ex.
Ax each of the 6 ghost cells (1 to 3 and Jmax-2 to Jmax) must be evaluated using the boundary con-
Each of these points has a different stencil, starting with a fully forward stencil at j = 1 and ending with a fully backwards stencil at j = Jmax. This results in 7 instructions (1 interior and 6 boundary) that are executed sequentially. The present approach reduces these 7 sequential steps to 2 using global stencil arrays. The seven point stencil is replaced by a 13 point stencil that provides backwards, biased backwards, central, biased forward and forward stencils automatically where needed. A similar approach was introduced in [15] . In that work, the biasing (or lack of biasing) is not modified by the stencil arrays. Instead, ax AX the stencil is identical everywhere, hut the stencil coefficients are locally modified to adapt to solving either the interior or boundary equation.
As an example of how the stencil arrays are imC+iR(l.:)+c+?R(2.:)+~.+3R(3,:)) (3) plemented here, consider the 1-D problem. The stencil arrays are illustrated in figure 5 . The
The code h a j now become more complicated derivative, using the telescoping communication since each of the 3 elements of the first dimension approach for simplicity, looks like of q must be evaluated on a separate line. It also Ins the disadvantage of performing 3 sequential op-S o = q erations. The advantage is that there are only two S-1 = cshi/f(.S 0 . l , -l ) conimutiicxtion calls. (S+,, l , + l ) s+, = CShift (S,j, l , + l ) ary conditions since the wall condition is identical at all locations.
Improving performance is not the only thing to be considered when developing an idea for a parallel algorithm. An issue that should also be addressed is how the implementationofthese ideas affects the legibility of the code. If the code becomes very complicated, then it may affect debugging time as well as make it difficult to distribute it to other users. Of the two ideas presented here, one increases the complexity of the code while the other makes it very easy to read. As mentioned earlier, introducing the (4) block layout significantly increases the number of lines of code required to take a derivative. This Consider j=1, which requires a fully forward sten-is due to the fact that there are three instructions cil. a(-6 to -1) are set to zero since they correspond that have to be executed sequentially(for the 3 x 3~3 to points behind j=l. a(O to 6 ) are assigned values block case illustrated in equation 3). This admitto provide a sixth order accurate forward deriva-tedly has made the code more difficult to debug, tive. F~~ points 4 to jmax-3, to -4 and 4 to but not prohibitively so. On the other hand, intro-6 ) are set to to 3) provide a sixth ducing the stencil arrays significantly decreases the order central stencil. Although it requires addi-complexity of the code. With the arrays in Place, tional communication and memory, the time saved the advantages Of the CM Fortran syntax can be by performing everything in 2 steps is quite signif-fully exploited making the code easy to read. In icant. on a 32 processor C M -~, the extra memory fact, this advantage alone can be considered signifrequirements of the global stencil arrays reduces icant enough, without considering the performance v the largest problem size from a 108~108x108 grid advantages. to a 96x96~96 grid. This is considered to be an acceptable penalty for the types of problems that
The global stencil array approach becomes more significant when a 3-D problem is considered. The Most of the results in this section were obtained number of stencils is on the order of 100 and this from the 128 processor CM-5 located at the Namethod still performs everything in 2 steps (prc-tional Aerodynamic Simulation Lab (NAS). The vided all locations have the same physical hound-peak speed of each processor is 128 MFLOPS. For ary conditions). most of each day the machine is partitioned into When the block communication approach is three smaller machines: two 32 processor partitions used, the communication expense is not signifi-and one 64 processor partition. In this configuracantly increased since it still requires only 2 com-tion each of the partitions is timeshared. Therefore munication calls, but the size of the block increases the 32 and 64 processor results presented here were from 3 x 3~3 to 6x6~6.
obtained from a timeshared environment and may The global stencil arrays also significantly im-not be precise. They are presented since they do proves the performance of the solid wall boundary faithfully represent the trends associated with inconditions. Consider, for example, the case of cal-creasing problem size and machine size. The 128 culating the flow from a rectangular jet. If the walls processor results were obtained from the machine are included in the calculation they provide eight when it was configured in a single 128 processor surfaces for which a wall boundary condition is im-partition. In this configuration the code can be posed (if the wall is infinitely thin). Using the sten-run in a dedicated mode. cil arrays and defining arrays that contain normals The code was compiled using the CMF verto the wall for the surface points, all eight of these sion 2.1 compiler. A variety of compiler flags surfaces can be computed in parallel. They even re-were used to get better performance. This inqiiirr IPSS t.inii: to cornpritc t h a n the far field boiln& cliides the optimizer (-0), thc vrctor units(-vii (ilc- 
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v fault)), nopadding (-nopad) and noaxisreordering wave from the initial pulse has reached the cylinder (-noaxis). The NAS CM5 is configured with 4 vec-surface. Figure 11 contains results for times after tor units per processing node. When using the the right running wave is reflected into a left rnnvector units the code treats each vector unit as a ning wave. Again, some dissipation problems are processing node. The processing nodes themselves evident at the wall in figure 11 . provide communication and operating system serThe rest of this section dissects a timestep and vices. The nopadding flag forces the compiler to evaluates overall performance. distribute the arrays in quanta of 1 element. The
All of the times presented here were calculated by default is 8 elements (the size of a vector register). running the code for 10 timesteps and dividing the This could leave many vector units without a piece by 10. The code was run on different occaofthe array and provide for a poorb' load balanced sions to evaluate repeatability of the results, which code. This is particularly true when the data is proved to be quite good. The test case used to de. organized in blocks. The noaxis flag also affects termine the codes performance incorporates all of the way the arrays are distributed across the pro-the features of the algorithm; 3-D, far field boundCeSSOrS and was found to have a positive affect on ary conditions, viscous terms, artificial viscosity, performance.
and the solid wall boundary condition. Five faces Some results from a 64 processor CM-5E are also of the computational domain are far field boundpresented. This upgraded version of the CM-5 has aries while the sixth is a solid wall. Identical times a processor peak speed of 160 MFLOPS.
will be obtained independent of the wall geometry, All times presented here are CM busy times that although the FLOP performance will be affected.
are output from the CM timer routines.
The first part of the performance analysis deter.. Figures 6 through 11 illustrates some preliminary mines which portions of the timestep require the results from a test problem that is being used to val-most time. In figure 12 the time spent in each segidate the code. Figure 6 shows a grid for a cylinder ment of the timestep is plotted as a function of the that has 75 points in the radial direction and 120 problem size for the 64 processor machine. 'Runge' around the cylinder. For this 2-D problem, a sym-is the time spent updating the solution, checking \ v metry condition is applied in the third dimension of convergence, etc. 'Prim deriv' is the evaluation of the 3-D code. A Gaussian pressure pulse is placed derivatives of primitive variables used in boundary one cylinder radius away from the leading edge of conditions and viscous fluxes. 'Boundary' is the the cylinder as an initial condition. This is illus. calculation of the boundary conditions. 'Influx', trated in figure 7 which shows pressure contours. 'Visflux' and 'Avisflux' are the calculations of the For this test case, the viscous terms are turned off inviscid, viscous and artificial viscous fluxes respecresulting in the Euler equations being solved. The tively. As may be expected, 'Runge' performs very CFL number used in these calculations is 0.07. As well. There are very few operations and little comtime progresses, this acoustic pulse propagates at munication. Aside from the wall boundary condithe speed of sound and interacts with the cylinder. tion, all other segments of the code require about Figures 8 and 9 show pressure contours at different the same amount of time. Ideally, one would like a times in the simulation. In figure 8 , the wave front relatively small amount of time spent on the boundhas reached the cylinder and is partially reflected. ary conditions since they are applied to a small In figure 9 , the wave front has travelled completely portion of the grid. Also, since these boundary around the cylinder. The lower amplitude reflected conditions are functions of the derivatives of the wave is approaching the left boundary by this time, primitive variables and the time spent evaluating The contours on the leeside surface of the cylinder these derivatives is accounted for in a different segare not physical and are likely due to insufficient ar-ment, the boundary segment should be fast. This is tificial dissipation. Results for this test case are also not the case. It appears as though all of the logic presented in figures 10 and 11. The horizontal axis associated with determining whether each face is in these figures is a ray that begins at the surface an inflow or an outflow and then sequentially perof the cylinder ( r = -l ) , goes through the origin forming each of these boundary conditions requires of the source ( r = -2) and terminates at the coni-significant time. putational donrain boundary ( r = -6). Figure 10 The value of the stencil arrays is emphasized by contairis rrsults for tirnrs before t,he right running tlil, p~~fortnance of tlw wall boundary conditioll. W / This is seen in figure 12 and is further illustrated in figure 13 which shows the GFLOPS achieved as a function of the problem size for the 64 processor machine. Even though a wall (or multiple walls) of any arbitrary shape, can be handled by these generalized boundary conditions, the performance of this segment of the code is such that the overall algorithm performance is only slightly compromised. Figure 14 shows how the calculation time per grid point varies as a function of problem size and machine size. This time is determined by putting timers around all segments of the code except cshifts. The calculation time is observed to scale very well with machine size, as one might expect. As the machine size doubles, the calculation time approximately halves. There is also a desirable trend with problem size. Generally, there is a slight decrease in the time per grid point as the number of grid points increases.
Similar trends are also observed in figure 15 which shows the communication time. This time is determined by putting timers around cshifts. The 32 processor case scales the best with problem size. The slopes level off as the number of processors increases. Like the calcuations time, the communication time is halved as the number of processors doubles from 64 to 128. This is not true for all of 32 processor cases when comparing them to the 64 processor cases. For the smaller problem sizes, the scaling is approximately linear. But as the problem size grows, the 32 processor times quickly approach the 64 processor times. This is a consequence of the superior scaling of the 32 processor case with prohlem size. Figure 16 shows the GFLOP performance. Overall, the trends are quite good. The performance scales approximately linearly with machine size. It also improves as the number of grid points increases. For each of the cases, the code gets 7.5% of the peak of the machine. This seemingly low number is actually quite good for a problem of this complexity. It is more than 8 times faster than the original implementation which did not use the strategies presented here. Even though the algorithm employs a block data layout, SO% of the time is spent communicating. If this time could be eliminated, then the percent peak achieved would douhle to 15%, which is about what the better CFD codes are getting on the C M Also presented in figures 14 through 16 is a data poilit. In all of the results presented so far, the problem sizes were selected so that the data can be evenly distributed across the vector units. There are six data points for each machine size. They correspond to precisely 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16 blocks per vector unit. Figure 17 shows the effect of selecting problem sizes that can't be equally distributed across the vector units for the 64 processor case. This data is the same as the data presented in figure  16 for the 64 processor case, with the addition of two data points. When there are an integer number of blocks per vector unit, ie each vector unit has the same number of blocks, the performance is good. When the blocks cannot be distributed evenly across the vector units, ie, noninteger values of blocks per vector unit, inefficiencies arise due to poor load balancing. Some vector units will have more blocks than others. Since each block is 6 x 6~6 , this means some vector units have 216 more points to work on than others. This performance deterioration imposes a constraint on the grid size in order to take advantage of the block layout. For the intent of this code, this constraint is not that much of an issue.
Conclusions
In this paper, some methods of improving the performance of a CAA code on the CM-5 are presented. One method is to use global stencil arrays to perform the differencing. This addresses the load balancing problem of parallel machines and is quite effective. It allows each processor to evaluate the high order derivative at any location in the interior and on the boundary simultaneously. Load balancing inefficiencies can also be introduced if the data cannot be evenly distributed across the processors. Results indicate a more than 20% decrease in performance if each processor does not have the same number of blocks.
Other methods are introduced to reduce the overhead due to communication. One approach is to perform the communication in increments and telescope the results to the node. The other is to arrange the data into blocks and perform communication on a block basis instead of an elrment. basis. Results for the stencil arrays/blocks npproncli iiidi-cate significant improvement over a baseline code that doesn't use these methods. 
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